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The Nineteenth Century

1970

a panoramic global history of the nineteenth century a monumental history of the nineteenth century
the transformation of the world offers a panoramic and multifaceted portrait of a world in
transition j�rgen osterhammel an eminent scholar who has been called the braudel of the nineteenth
century moves beyond conventional eurocentric and chronological accounts of the era presenting
instead a truly global history of breathtaking scope and towering erudition he examines the powerful
and complex forces that drove global change during the long nineteenth century taking readers from
new york to new delhi from the latin american revolutions to the taiping rebellion from the perils and
promise of europe s transatlantic labor markets to the hardships endured by nomadic tribal peoples
across the planet osterhammel describes a world increasingly networked by the telegraph the
steamship and the railways he explores the changing relationship between human beings and nature
looks at the importance of cities explains the role slavery and its abolition played in the emergence of
new nations challenges the widely held belief that the nineteenth century witnessed the triumph of the
nation state and much more this is the highly anticipated english edition of the spectacularly
successful and critically acclaimed german book which is also being translated into chinese polish
russian and french indispensable for any historian the transformation of the world sheds important
new light on this momentous epoch showing how the nineteenth century paved the way for the global
catastrophes of the twentieth century yet how it also gave rise to pacifism liberalism the trade
union and a host of other crucial developments

The Nineteenth Century

1881

throughout the nineteenth century academies functioned as the main venues for the teaching promotion
and display of art contemporary scholars have for the most part denigrated academic art calling it
formulaic unoriginal and repetitious the contributors to art and the academy in the nineteenth
century challenge this entrenched notion and consider how academies worldwide have represented an
important system of artistic preservation and transmission their essays eschew easy binaries that
have reigned in academia for more than half a century and that simply oppose the avant garde to
academicism

The Transformation of the World

2014-04-13

providing a comprehensive survey of english prose in the 19th century this volume draws material from
a wide variety of fields including art literary theory and criticism biography letters journals sermons
and travel reportage through these works the cultural social literary and political life of the 19th
century can be charted discussed and assessed

Nineteenth Century

1887

a stanford university press classic
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The Nineteenth Century

1881

first published as part of the best selling the oxford illustrated history of britain christopher harvie
and colin matthew s very short introduction to nineteenth century britain is a sharp but subtle
account of remarkable economic and social change and an even more remarkable political stability
britain in 1789 was overwhelmingly rural agrarian multilingual and almost half celtic by 1914
when it faced its greatest test since the defeat of napoleon it was largely urban and english
christopher harvie and colin matthew show the forces behind britain s rise to its imperial zenith and the
continuing tensions within the nations and classes of the union state about the series the very short
introductions series from oxford university press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject
area these pocket sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly our expert
authors combine facts analysis perspective new ideas and enthusiasm to make interesting and
challenging topics highly readable

Art and the Academy in the Nineteenth Century

2000

essential themes in the development of the life sciences during the nineteenth century

English Prose of the Nineteenth Century

1997

comprises a study of a group of inter connected 19th century writers such as coleridge arnold
newman carlyle mill and others

The Peasant in Nineteenth-Century Russia

1968

students and others interested in nineteenth century drama have long been handicapped by the lack of a
convenient selection of outstanding plays of the period the present volume is the first to fill the gap
it contains black ey d susan by douglas jerold money by edward bulwer lytton masks and faces by
charles reade and tom taylor the colleen bawn by dion boucicault lady audley s secret by miss
braddon and c h hazlewood the ticket of leave man by tom taylor caste by t w robertson two roses
by james albery the bells by leopold lewis and a pair of spectacles by sidney grundy where no
authentic published version existed the text has been established in this edition by a collation of
several variant texts including the manuscript copies lodged for licensing purposes in the lord
chamberlain s department the aim has been to provide a book useful and attractive to play readers
producers and performers as well as to those studying the theatre history and dramatic literature
of the period

The Nineteenth Century and After

1909

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as
true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library
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stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and
other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and
possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a
historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc
scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and
made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Nineteenth-Century Britain: A Very Short Introduction

2000-08-10

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as
true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library
stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and
other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and
possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a
historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc
scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and
made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Foundations of the nineteenth century

2005

presents an authoritative and comprehensive survey of the major themes thinkers and movements in
modern european intellectual history

Biology in the Nineteenth Century

1977

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as
true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library
stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and
other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and
possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a
historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc
scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and
made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Nineteenth Century Studies

1949

first published in 2005 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company
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Nineteenth Century Plays

2008-11

the nineteenth century provides a broad scholarly introduction to nineteenth century philosophy it
also contains a glossary of philosophical terms and a chronological table of philosophical and
cultural events

The Last Years of the Nineteenth Century

2015-10-22

this volume underscores the particularities of each case and underscores the differences between cases

Freethinkers of the Nineteenth Century With Seven Portraits

2000

examining the patterns of business development in backward economies this book demonstrates the rate
and character of business development in brazil were to a large extent determined by its degree of
backwardness intellectual climate and natural potentialities and accordingly the course of
development of the brazilian economy differed considerably from processes observed in more advanced
countries in addition comparison between minas gerais sao paulo and rio de janeiro shows important
differences among the three most important economies in brazil

Romanticism

1985

on zeus order prometheus was chained to mount caucasus where every day he was to endure his liver
being devoured by a bird of prey his punishment for bringing fire to mankind through the impulse of goethe
his fortune went through radical changes the titan originally perceived as a trickster was
established both as a creator and a rebel freed from guilt and he became a mask for the romantic
artist this cross disciplinary study encompassing literature the history of art and music examines the
constitution of the prometheus myth and the revolution it underwent in 19th century europe it leads
to the symbolist period which witnessed the coronation of the titan as a prism for the total work of
art and aims to re establish the importance of prometheus amongst other major symbolist figures such
as orpheus

The English Novel Before the Nineteenth Century; Excerpts from
Representative Types

2015-10-05

the british over the long 19th century faced issues of governance that no other society had faced on
such a massive level causing socio political questions that had to be addressed based on sheer
necessity this 4 volume collection of primary sources examine hunger and famine in britain and its empire
during this period
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The Cambridge History of Modern European Thought: Volume 1, The
Nineteenth Century

2019-08-29

this book is divided into two parts the first focuses on middle and upper class german women and the
second on working class women the book addresses a range of important topics including growing up
female in 19th century germany the impact of agrarian change on women s work and child care female
political opposition in pre 1849 germany women s role in working class families in the 1890s women s
education and reading habits and jewish women and assimilation

Nineteenth Century and After

1897

american culture maintained a complicated relationship with haiti from its revolutionary beginnings
onward in this study peter p reed reveals how americans embodied and re enacted their connections to
haiti through a wide array of performance forms in the wake of haiti s slave revolts in the 1790s
generations of actors theatre professionals spectators and commentators looked to haiti as a
source of both inspiring freedom and vexing disorder french colonial refugees university students black
theatre stars blackface minstrels abolitionists and even writers such as herman melville all
reinvented and restaged haiti in distinctive ways reed demonstrates how haiti s example of black
freedom and national independence helped redefine american popular culture as actors and audiences
repeatedly invoked and suppressed haiti s revolutionary narratives characters and themes ultimately
haiti shaped generations of performances transforming america s understandings of race power freedom
and violence in ways that still reverberate today

The History of English Rationalism in the Nineteenth Century

1962

the annals of bristol in the nineteenth century by john latimer this book is a reproduction of the
original book published in 1887 and may have some imperfections such as marks or hand written notes

A History of Nineteenth Century Literature (1780-1895)

2016-05-24

excerpt from world politics at the end of the nineteenth century as influenced by the oriental
situation it has been the intention of the writer in the present volume to gather into a harmonious
picture the multitude of facts and considerations that go to make up international politics at the
present time the treatment is of necessity suggestive rather than exhaustive but it is believed that
while at present no complete historical judgment as to the great forces at work could be delivered
still the far reaching importance and dramatic interest of present developments would justify the
attempt to obtain a bird s eye view these considerations indicate the purpose as well as the necessary
limitations of the present work while the author has in every case sifted his evidence and attempted to
found his judgments on unimpeachable testimony the subject is so vast that only the paradoxical
specialist in all fields could avoid just criticism the author has however attempted to keep himself
entirely free from a priori conceptions and prejudices and to view the great drama of contemporary life
as an unimpassioned beholder who forbears to censure or commend the plan of the book may need a
word of explanation about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare
and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important
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historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the
work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare
cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we
do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

English Thought in the Nineteenth Century

1954

a vital part of daily life in the nineteenth century games and play were so familiar and so ubiquitous
that their presence over time became almost invisible technological advances during the century
allowed for easier manufacturing and distribution of board games and books about games and the
changing economic conditions created a larger market for them as well as more time in which to play
them these changing conditions not only made games more profitable but they also increased the
influence of games on many facets of culture playing games in nineteenth century britain and america
focuses on the material and visual culture of both american and british games examining how cultures
of play intersect with evolving gender norms economic structures scientific discourses social
movements and nationalist sentiments

Economy and Society in Nineteenth Century Britain

2005-11-03

the nineteenth century was one of the most fascinating and volatile periods in christian history it
was during this time that christianity evolved into a truly global religion which led to an ever
greater variety of ways for christians to express and profess their faith frances knight addresses the
crucial question of how christianity contributed to individual identity in a context of widespread
urbanisation and modernisation she explores important topics such as the evangelical revival led by
the likes of the founder of the christian mission later the salvation army william booth the oxford
movement under newman keble and pusey mormonism and protestant revivalism in the usa socialism and
the impacts of karl marx and anarchism continuing theological divisions between protestants and
catholics and the development of pilgrimage and devotion at places like lourdes and knock her book
also examines the most significant intellectual trends such as the rise of critical approaches to the
bible and the different directions that these took in britain and america the author s unique emphasis on
the ordinary experience of christians worldwide makes her volume indispensable for students and
general readers who will be fascinated by this sensitive twenty first century perspective on the
nineteenth century

The Nineteenth Century

1994

understanding the current state and dynamics of any forest is extremely difficult if not impossible
without recognizing its history bia�owie�a primeval forest bpf located on the border between poland
and belarus is one of the best preserved european lowland forests and a subject of myriads of works
focusing on countless aspects of its biology ecology management bpf was protected for centuries
15th 18th century as a game reserve of polish kings and lithuanian grand dukes being at that time a
part of the grand duchy of lithuania bpf was subject to long lasting traditional multi functional
utilisation characteristic for this part of europe including haymaking on forest meadows traditional
bee keeping and fishing in rivers flowing through forest this traditional model of management came to
an abrupt end due to political change in 1795 when poland and grand duchy of lithuania ceased to
exist in effect of partitioning by neighbouring countries and the territory of bpf was taken over by the
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russian empire the new russian administration influenced by the german trends in forestry attempted at
introducing the new science based forestry model in the bpf throughout the 19th century the entire
19th century in the history of bpf is a story of struggle between new trends and concepts brought
and implemented by new rulers of the land and the traditional perception of the forest and forest uses
culturally rooted in this area and originating from mediaeval or older practices the book will show
the historical background and the outcome of this struggle the forest s history in the long 19th
century focusing on tracking all cultural imprints both material artificial landscapes introduced
alien species human induced processes and immaterial traditional knowledge of forest and use of forest
resources the political and cultural significance of the forest that shaped the forest s current state
and picture our book will deliver a picture of a crucial moment in forest history relevant not only
to the central europe but to the continent in general moment of transition between a royal hunting
ground traditional type of use widespread throughout europe to a modern managed forest looking at
main obstacles in the management shift the essential difference in perceptions of the forest and goods it
provides in both modes of management and the implications of the management change for the state of
bpf in the long 19th century could help in better understanding the changes that european forests
underwent in general

European Landed Elites in the Nineteenth Century

2020-03-03

this volume documents how the nineteenth century british publishing industry responded to and helped
shape changes in readership and reading markets in the period focusing on broad social economic and
cultural changes it traces the impact of improvements in transport and communication networks
which dramatically affected the production distribution and retail of books and periodicals and the
implementation of the education acts of 1870 and 1871 which forced publishers to direct their
attention to new markets and adopt cheaper publishing formats the growth of circulating libraries
the revolution in serial and part publication and the spread of railway bookstalls are among the
many topics addressed in this volume which concludes with a section that documents the new
pressures of censorship that arose as educational reforms provoked anxieties over the spread of
cheap pernicious literature

Entrepreneurship in Nineteenth-Century Brazil

1999-02-12

a landmark and collectible volume beautifully produced in duotone that canonizes frederick douglass
through historic photography commemorating the bicentennial of frederick douglass s birthday and
featuring images discovered since its original publication in 2015 this tour de force library journal
starred review reintroduced frederick douglass to a twenty first century audience from these pages
which include over 160 photographs of douglass as well as his previously unpublished writings and
speeches on visual aesthetics we learn that neither custer nor twain nor even abraham lincoln was
the most photographed american of the nineteenth century indeed it was frederick douglass the ex
slave turned abolitionist eloquent orator and seminal writer who is canonized here as a leading
pioneer in photography and a prescient theorist who believed in the explosive social power of what
was then just an emerging art form featuring contributions from henry louis gates jr and kenneth b
morris jr a direct douglass descendent 160 separate photographs of douglass many of which have
never been publicly seen and were long lost to history a collection of contemporaneous artwork
that shows how powerful douglass s photographic legacy remains today over a century after his
death all douglass s previously unpublished writings and speeches on visual aesthetics
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Prometheus in the Nineteenth Century

2017-12-02

this book is written based on vigorous and prolonged debates between the slavophils and proponents
of russian slavophilism s principal ideological rival westernism in the mid nineteenth century it
presents the analysis and evaluation of iu f samarin s dissertation

Hunger and Famine in the Long Nineteenth Century

2022

German Women in the Nineteenth Century

1984

Staging Haiti in Nineteenth-Century America

2022-12-01

The Annals of Bristol in the Nineteenth Century

2016-07-01

Foundations of the Nineteenth Century

1977

World Politics at the End of the Nineteenth Century

2015-06-29

Playing Games in Nineteenth-Century Britain and America

2021-11-01

The Church in the Nineteenth Century

2008-04-07
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Bia�owie�a Primeval Forest: Nature and Culture in the Nineteenth
Century

2020-03-30

The British Publishing Industry in the Nineteenth Century

2024-03-14

Picturing Frederick Douglass: An Illustrated Biography of the
Nineteenth Century's Most Photographed American

2015-11-02

An Introduction To Nineteenth-century Russian Slavophilism

2019-03-07
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